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English has been introduced in eatly levels of elementary schools
apparently based on the assumption the earlier the better. The present
article reviews some literature on the relation between age and second
language acquisition and has to conclude that the assumption does not
have solid foundation. It also discusses the implications relevant to
Indonesian context, especially concerning amount of instructional time,
educational value, and resources.
In the previous decades, the teaching ofEnglish as a foreign language
in Indonesia had always started in the flrst year of junior high school. In
the present decade, however, this has changed. Nation-wide, English has
been formally allowed to be introduced in elementary school. Some
schools start this foreign language instruction in the fourth grade, some
others in the frst grade. Lately, even kindergarten and play-group children
have been provided with an English lesson of some sort.
It should be admitted that this phenomenon is interesting since it leads
to a very crucial question: what institution is to be held responsible for
producing the needed teachers of English of such young learners? The
English departments of IKIP's and FKIP's are designed to supply English
teachers to senior-not even junior-high schools. The question is crucial
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considering the fact that pre-school children, young school children, older
child learners, adolescents, and adults differ psychologically in their
approach to second language learning2 (Stern, 1983), meaning that
younger children should be treated differently from older learners not only
in the process of teaching but also in the process of achievement
assessment. This will be taken up again later. For the time being, however,
although crucial, the question has not yet becorne very urgent since the
provision of English lesson in elementary school is mainly implemented in
big cities and has not so far been declared as a nationai educational policy
to be implemented throughout the countiy.
Nevertheless, the phenomenon reflects an underlying assumption that,
if English is introduced at an earlier age, a better proficiency level rnight
be attained. Apparently, the attempt to start providing English instruction
to younger children seerns to be undertaken as a possible solution to the
problem of senior high schooi graduates' low achievement ievel, a
problem widely acknowledged (lhsuf and Sewoyo, tr997). Thr"ls, in the
context of the teaching of Hnglish as a frrreigrr language in Indonesia, a
fimi opinion concerning the age factor evi.dently tregins to take forrn. Such
a st&nce, onr:e taken wculd be hard to reverse, particularly if it lms been
transiated intr: national and or local la:rguage educarion pclicles and practices.
As or-re of iearner characteristics, age has r:ften been thought of as
a rnajor factor detemrining success in iearning a second or foreign language.
Figure 1 shows how language learning process, which is affected by both
learner characteristics and learning conditions, determines ttre quality of
the learning outcornes. Steni (1983) lists tfuee other factors in addition to
age--cognitive, affective, and personality chalacteristics.
Figure I Sternns (1983) second language learning model
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In f'act, the age factor in relation to second language teaching and
learning has been one of the most debated issues (Stern, 1983). He adds
that "Even after morc than thirty years of serious discussion and
some research on this question, the isswe of the relationship beween
age and second language learning has been far from resolved."
Somehow, this l7-year-old observation is still relevant today, meaning that
the age factor in language learning rernains a tentative hypothesis.
Lightbown and Spada (1994) agree to this, stating that the role of age in
second language acquisition is still a much debated topic.
Therefcrre, the present paper is intended to critically review some
literature concerning the relation hetween age and second ianguage (L2)3
acquisition-together with the educational implication-since this may
entail fundamental as well as far-reaching consequences in the policies
and practices of the teaching of English as a foreign language in
indonesia, especially in the present and future era of educational decen-
tralization. rvhen decisions regarding educational policies would largely be
in the hands of the locai govemrnent agencies.
THE CR.rfiCAL PERXOD TIyF{}TTTESLS (Cru0
The reiation Lretween age and language acquisition is ernbodied in a
hypothesis called the critical period hypothesis (CPH), which was
originally conceived by Fenfield and Roberts in 1959 ar.d later refined by
Lenneberg in1967 to account for the diffieulty ofacquiring first language(Ll) after puberty.
CPH has its roots in the studies on imprinting and other instinctive
behaviors in several species of birds and fish (Long, 1990; Clark and
Clark, L977). Imprinting is the fornation of attachrnent between an
organism and an object in its immediate environment, and is found to
occtir only during a very brief period of time after hatching, after which
imprinting is thought to be dfficult, if not impossible (Hergenhahn, 1982).
For example, a newly hatched duckling would form an attachment to any
kind of moving object and follow it as its mother provided that the object
is presented at just the right moment in its life. If attachment formation
does not occur during this critical period, it may never take place.
sThe term "L2" covers both second and foreign languages. When specific reference is being
made to foreign language learning, some emphasis will be made.
I-earner
Characteristics
Learning
Conditions
zln this paper, there is no specific distinction made between acquisition and leaming
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CPH states that there is a period, which approximately falls within
the first ten years of life, when language acquisition takes place naturally
and effortlessly due to the plasticity of the brain. Wirh the onset of
puberty, this plasticity begins to disappear as the result of the lateralization
of the language function in the left hemisphere of the brain (Ioup et al,
1994; Mclaughlin, 1984; Ellis, 1986). That is, the neurological capacity for
understanding and producing language, which initially involves both hemi-
spheres of the brain in very young children, is slowly concentrated in the
left hemisphere. This lateralization process is thought to complete by
puberty, rnarking the end of the critical period (Clark and Clark, 1977).
There seem to be two problems with the CPH in relation to Ll
acquisition. First, there is no overall agreement among neurologists and
psycholinguists as to the definite end of the brain plasticity. T'he CPH
predicts that L1 acquisition is not possible if a chilrJ is not exposed to the
language before the end of the critical period, which is, however, defined
differently by different people" For example, the end is thought to ocellr
at age 9 (Mclaughlin, 1984)" between 9-12 (Ioup et al, 1994), at 1,3
(Long, 199CI), and at 15 years of age (Fatkowski, 1980, and Jslhnson and
Newport, 1989). These differing opinions concerning the conapletion of
the period seem to resuit ftom the difficulty to precisely, and neurobioio-*icaily,
detennine ttre end of the lateralization process. Clark anel Clark (1977)
state that "Many investigators have argued that lateralization occurs
long before puberty and may be complete by age two." Farthennore,
l-enneberg is reported to set lateralization perfection at puberty, Krashen
at age 5, and some other people at 0, meaning that at or even before birth
the lateralization is considered to have already terminated (Dulay et al,
1982)"
Secondly, Clark and Clark (1977) assert that "Whether or not there
is really a critical period hasnl been established with any certainty
yet." ln other words, they are saying that the effect of neurobiological
processes in the human brain on the acquisition of an Ll has not been
proven with clarity as yet. trn the same vein, Dulay et al (1982) contend
that "The association of cerebra! dominance with language acquisi-
tion ability has never been substantiated." Similarly, Mclaughlin
(1984) holds that "The critical period hypothesis remains very much a
hypothesis."
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CPH AND L2 ACQUISITION
It has been attempted in the previous section to show how the CPH
has met some resistance when related to Ll acquisition. The same thing
can be said to happen when the hypothesis is related to the acquisition of
anL.2.In L2 acquisition, the CPH is found in two versions: the strong and
the weak (Long, 1990). The strong version, that acquiring an LZ can
occur only within the critical period, is widely rejected. The weak version,
also known as the sensitive period hypothesis, states that some L2
learning is possible after a certain age but that native-like ability is
r.rnattainable (Long, 1990).
in the context of L2 aequisition, it is the weak version of the CPI{
that is said to have been long debated (Stern, 1983). Patkowski (1980)
rejects the strong but advocates the weak version when assertingthat "It
is indeed possihle to acquire a second language after the sensilive
periotl, bwt it wauld be theoreticully not possible ta do so to the
e.xteftt af attaining native-like proficiency... "' On the other hand, Dulay
et al (1982) ri'raintain that, even if some agreernent as to the clefinite end
of brain lateralization can be achieved, "The demonstratian th.&t later-
alization is cowplete by a certain age does not establish tkat learners
younger tkcn thct dge ciln acquire an L2 perfectly while learners
older than that age cannot." In other words, they reject the weak
version as well.
The debate continues. I-ong (1990), in an extensive review of
research on the relation between age and L2 proficiency, claims that there
are sensitive periods governing second language developrnent. He then
offers a challenge by expressing that "The easiest way to falsify fthe
sensitive period hypothesisl would be to produce learners n*ho have
demonstrably attained native-like proficiency despite having begun
exposure well after the closure..." As a response to this challenge,
Birdsong (1992) reports his study which he claims has offered conver-
gent experimental evidence which suggests there are exceptions to
this generalization fthat native-like competence cannot be ackieved
by postpubertal learnersl. Wth a similar purpose, and with a more
natural approach, Ioup et al (1994) report their finding of an adult who had
never had formal instruction in Egyptian Arabic, who irnmigrated to Cairo
at the age of 21, who had lived in Egypt for 26 years, and who showed
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a phenomenal success in acquiring native proficiency in the language irl
an untutored setting.
In the mean time, Lightbown and Spada (1994) list several points
based on which the association between CPH and L2 acquisition can be
questioned: (1) learning in similar circurnstances, older learners have been
shown, at least in the early stages, to be more efficient than younger
learners (see, for example, Krashen et atr, 1,979); (2) learners who begin
learning anL2 at the primary school do not fare better in the long run than
learners who begin in early adolescent, that is, at the secondary school
(see, for example, Carroll, 1975; and Ranrirez and Politzer, 1978): and (3)
there are a number of accounts about older learners (adolescents and
adults) who have reached high levels of proficiency in an L2 (see, for
exarnple, Stevick, 1989; Birdsang,1992; and Ioup et al, 1994).
It should be adrnitted that, rvhile Ll acquisition is homogeneous in the
sense that eventually all norrnal children acquiring their L1 reach native
proficiency, adutrt I-2 acquisition is much rnore hetercgenoous, rneaning
that some adillt learners are highly successfill, some only modorately, and
sonne cthers not at all whereas rnost cirildren are more successftil in L2
acquisition {Fathowsiii, tr9t0, and Birdsong, L992}. {.Jnluckily, ir so hap-
pens that ttris variabiiity in I-2 attainrnent cornes to be interpreted as
directly attributed to age. However, aithough older learners are adrnitteelly
less likely than younger learners to master anLZ, a close examination of
studies relating age to L2 acquisition reveais that age dffirences refiect
dffirences in the situation af leaming rather than in capacity to
leam {Mannova-Todd et al, 2000).
Having scnrtinized more than 35 studies dealing with the relation
between age and L2 acquisrticn, Marinova-Todd et al (2000) show that
the researchers have cornnnitted three common mistakes: misinterpreta-
tion, misattribution, and misemphasis. Many researchers have mistak-
enly interpreted children L2 ultimate achievernent as a proof that children
learn quickly and easily. Marinova-Todd et al assert that, although children
are more likely to reach native-like proficiency in an L2, it does not
necessarily mean that they learn more quickly and more easily. Some
other factors may be more responsible for this attainment than the age
factor. Some studies have shown that older learners in an L2 environment
are generally faster and more efficient in the initial stages.
As evidence, Marinova-Todd et al quote a study which concludes
that, at early stages of phonological acquisition, adolescents perform
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bctter than children. Also quoted is another study carried out in Canada
with a finding that English speakers receiving late immersion French
prograrns (L2 introduced in Grade 7 or 8) perform as well as or better
than children in early immersion programs (L2 introduced in kindergarten
or Grade l). In addition, Ramirez and Politzer (1978) believe that their
study, involving subjects in kindergarten, grades 1, 3, 5, and high school,
"...shows both strperiority as well as possible advantage af the high
school age L2 learner compared with tke kindergarten beg,inner."
Researchers investigating the relationship between age and L2 acqui'
sition have turned to neuroscience for more conclusive evidence. How-
eve4 lvlarinova-Todd et at (2000) assert, neuroscientists have often
cornmitted an error of rnisattribution, assuming that differences in the
Xocation of two languages in the brain or in speed of processing account
fbr diffenences in proficiency levels and explain the poorer perfonnance
of oider learners. For example, in a recent, widely reported study, it was
f*und ttrat late bilinguals had trvo <listinct bui adjacent centers of
activation in Broca's irea corresponding to their [,i and I-2, whcreas in
the brains of early biiinguals there was no separa"tion of the areas of
;rctivation associated with the two ianguages. Another series cf neurobio-
logical studies showed differences tretween younger and older L2 leamers
in activation patterfls and in location cf language prr:cessittg. What these
studies failed to demonstrate, Marinova-Todd et al claim, is how the
<Jifferentiation of I-1 and L2 brain activation pattems and processing
localization is related to differences in L2 proficiency. That is, neither
different activation patterns nor different language processing in young
and older L2 learners have been shown to relate to ditferent proficiency
levels.
To back up their observation, Marinova-Todd et al (2000) quote a
study which exarnined the relation between degree of lateralization of the
two languages in bilinguals' brains and their L2 proficiency. The study
concluded that the dffirent localization of LI and L2 cannot account
for poorer knowledge af one of the languages. They also discuss
another study which compared subjects who were first exposed to their
L2 before age 6 with those exposed to it after that age. The study
revealed that any dffirence in proficiency in an LI or L2 cannot be
attributed to the dffirent localization of the two languages in a
bilingual brain.
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The third, and the most common, elror is that of placing an enorlnous
emphasis on unsuccessful adult L2 learners and ignoring the older
learners who achieve native-like L2 proficiency (but see also Birdsong,
1992, and Ioup et al, 1994). Marinova-Todd et al (2000) attribute this
misemphasis to averaging and testing. Many studies, both for and against
the CPH, have shown that whereas younger learners tend to perform
fairly similarly to one another, older learners show great variation in their
proficiency. In spite of this, most researchers, they say, have provided
only average scores for each age group and paid little or no attention to
the adults who performed at the native or near-native level. One study,
for example, concluded that older learners are less proficient than younger
learners, yet a few adolescent and adult learners involved in the study
actually outperformed some of the younger learners both in speed of
language processing and in the number of correct responses in the I-2.
In testing procedures, considering the difficulty in collecting sponta'
neous pronunciation data from younger chiidren, some studies have relied
on reading-aloud and imitation tasks. On the other hand, Marinova-lbdd
et al (2000) point out, older leamers show better pronunciation perfor-
ntance through spontaneously elicited speech ttran through reading-alond
and irnitation tasks. This is due to the fact that adult L2 learners'
pronunciation of sponianeous speech r'ray have beerl flawless since they
are familiar with the expressions of their own choice. Similar testing
probiem can be found in studies involving grammaticality judgment tasks
presented orally which showed younger learners' better perforrnance. In
fact, both older L2 learners and adult native speakers responded faster
and better to written stirnuli, revealing that poor older learners' perfor-
mance on orally presented tasks reflect poorer quality of general auditory
processing and aftention, rather than inf'erior linguistic capabilities. Johnson's
(1992) comment is relevant to and sornehow justifies the existence of this
problem in testing adult L2 learners: "...adult learners' performance is
more easily influenced. by the perfotmance characteristics of the tests
used ta measure competence than is the younger learners' perfor-
mance."
Having demonstrated the three comrnon mistakes often comrnitted by
many researchers investigating the relation between age and L2 acquisi-
tion, Marinova-Todd et al (2000) conclude that "Age does influence
Ianguage learning, but primarily because it fage] is associated with
social, psychological, educational, and other factors that can affect
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L2 proficiency, not because of any critical period that limits the
possibility of language learning by adults." In other words, younger
L2 learners are more likely to achieve native-like L2 mastery than older
learners. However, this should not be interpreted to mean that adults have
more problerns in L2 iearning because they are adults, that is, because
they are past the critical period. As shown previously, age as a neurobio-
logical construct does not seem to directly affect L2 acquisition. Age is
a deterrninant factor of L2 proficiency only since it is interrelated with
other variables.
In addition to age, Stern (1983) lists three other factors that may
influence L2 learning process and outcomes-cognitive, affective, and
personatrity characteristics" Lightbown and Spada (X994) discuss two age-
related factors that rnake younger learners may achieve native-like
mastery: language leaming environment and affective variable. In addition
to neurological factor, Larsen-Freernan and Long (1991) offer three other
causes of age-relaterJ L2 proticiency vanabiiity: social-psychological,
cognitive, a,red input. Sirnilarl-v, I-ong (199f1), admitting that a sensitive
period lrypothesis does ruat ex"plain the phenome{t& to whicia it is
applied, forwards three factors, besides neurologicai, neurophysical fae-
tors: (a) social, psychological, affective f,actors, (-b) input factors, and (e)
cognitive factors. Thus, it is reasonable to suspect that it is these other
factors, instead of age, that directiy bring about the differences in ultimate
L2 attainment between younger and adult learners.
IMPLICATIONS
Up to this point, the term "L2" cavers both second and foreign
languages. In this section, however, more interest wili be placed on the
acquisition of a foreign language since it is more relevant to the status of
English in Indonesia. The most significant difference between second and
foreign languages, it should be reminded, is that a second ianguage is not
a native language but is used quite widely as a medium of communication
(e.g., in education and government), whereas a foreign language is a
ianguage taught as a school subject and thus is not used as a medium of
instruction in schools nor as a medium of wider communication (Richards
et al, 1992).
The intense debate over the effect of the age factor on the
acquisition of a second/foreign language is central since it leads to the
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optimal age for starting a foreign language program within the formal
education system. Those subscribing the CPH would obviously vote for
the earliest possible introduction, meaning in kindergarten or in early
grades of elernentary school, while those rejecting the CPH would
certainly promote a foreign language program to be introduced in high
school. Since the exact role of age in the attainment of a second/foreign
language is far from convitrcing, uunost care should be taken in consid-
ering the feasibility and even the desirability of starting a foreign language
program in kindergarten or early elementary school.
Believing that language learning may occur at different maturity
levels from the early years into adult life and that no age or stage stands
out as optimal or critical for all aspects of second/foreign language
learning, Stern (1983) proposes three criteria that should govern the
decision at what stage in the schooling system a foreign language should
be started: (1) the estimated time necessary to reach a desired levei of
language proficiency by a specified stage in tlie school of the majority of
learners; (2) the educationatr value attributed to learning a foreign lan-
guage at a given stage of the curriculurn; and (3) the hurnan and materiai
resources required to etevelop and rnaintain an educationally sound and
successful foreign ianguage program.
TIME
The first criterion proposed is consideration about the amount of tirne
needed to achieve the desired level of proficiency. Implied in this criterion
is a prerequisite need for a clearly stated goal of instruction. This is
supported by Lightbown and Spada (1994) who stress that "The decision
about when to introduce second language progrann must depend on
the objectives af the language program in the particular srtcial
context..." They add that "When the obiective is native-like or near
native-like performance in the second language, then it is desirable
to begin exposure to the langwage as early as possible." Although
the 1994 high school English curricula are based on the so called
communicative and meaningfulness approaches, the primary goal of the
English instruction is still the development of reading skill (Sadtono, 1987,
Depdikbud, 1987, 1992, Huda, 1994). The teaching of English in the
university is also intended primarily to promote the development of reading
skill (Coleman et al, 1997).
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Cummins (quoted, among others, in Stern, 1983, Ellis, 1986, and
Larsen-Freeman and Long, 1991) distinguishes two kinds of language
proficiency: basic interpersonal and communicative skilis (tsICS) and
cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP). [n the context of
second language teaching, it might be desirable to set both types of
language ability as the ultimate goal of instruction. For the minority
Vietnarnese children living in Australia, for example, it is advantageous to
have both BICS and CALP since they are expected not only to be able
to carry out day-to-day cofltmunication effectively in English as their
second language but also to l:e able to take maxinnum benefit frorn the
Australian education system, in which English is the mediurn of instruc-
tion"
On the other hand, in the context of foreign language teaching, as in
the context of the teaching of English in Indonesia, CALP should be
conceived to far outweigh BICS as utrtimate goal candidate. In other
words, incionesian stuctrents should be provided witir a language program
designed t* develop CALP ratleer than tsiCS. One reason is that, as
Sa'Jtono (1987) rhetorically poses, it should be questioned on what
occasions our students wil,l use English orally outside the cl,assrcom
for genuine aowtmunication and witk whst frerluency" Considering the
status of trnglish as a fcrreign language in Indonesia and.judging frr:m a
national level, instead of a number of cases in several big cities and
centers of tourisrn, it is no wonder that his reply is that "They prnctically
never use il. " Similar opinion is expressed by Abbott ( i987) who states
thal "...sclzool-children may have no use for Englisk outside the EFL
lessan. " In other words, nation-wide, it can be assumed that the majority
of our students would not find themselves in situations requiring BICS.
Thus, it is not BICS that our students need to be provided with. Secondly,
considering the aim of English teaching in our schools, especially in
university, which is to promote reading skill so that students will be
capable of reading scientific journals (Kartasasmita, 1997, Yusuf and
Sewoyo, 1997, and Supriyanto, 7997), it is clearly CALP that our students
need to develop.
Collier (1987), concluding a study involving 1,548 language minority
subjects aged 5-15 with 75 different Ll's and with data cross-sectionally
collected for 10 years, reports that "..,at least 4-8 years r*y be
required for all ages of LEP ftimited English proficientl students to
reach national grade-level norms of native speakers in all subject
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areas of language and academic achievement..." That is, lor those
students to achieve native-like level of CALP in a second language setting
takes between 4 and 8 years. In a foreign language context, where
exposure to the target language in general can only be provided within the
four walls of the classroom, the figures will be greater if nativelike
mastery is to be aimed at.
However, the goal of an instructional program in foreign language,
such as English in Indonesia, is not to achieve native-like mastery. This
modest goal is related to fact that in Indonesia English is not used as a
medium of instruction in elementary or high school, whereas Coltrier's
(1987) subjects were immersed in the rnain stream educational system
where English is the medium of instruction. This reasonable goal is also
somehow justified since Lightbown and Spada (i994) opine that "One ar
two hgurs a week-even .for seven or eight years-will not produce
very advanced second language speakers"' As stated previously, the
rnain ob.jective of English teaching in Indonesia is the deveiopment of
reading skill to the level that students are able to obtain infoffnation they
might need frorn scientific and academic printed materials. Thus, 4 to 8
years may still be applicable to reflect the amount of tirne needed for
Indonesian students to achieve the working level of CALP in English.
More relevantly, carroll (1975) implernented a pro.ject with consider-
able size and complexity evaluating the educational achievement of the
teaching of French as a foreign language in eight countries. A battery of
language proficiency assessment was administered, covering listening,
reading, speaking, and writing skills. He came to the ccnclusion that
"...about 7.j years af study would be required to permit studeruts, on
the average, to attain this maximum score {on readingl"" However,
for one sample in the US, the instructional tirne needed tc attain the same
score is 4.4 years; for another sample also in the US, it is only 1.8 years'
Other factors determining the proficiency level attainrnent besides the
amount of instructional time, he found, arc verbal abitrity, motivation,
aptitude, teaching method, aud teachers' skill.
Thus, it is quite reasonable to assume that the amount of instructional
time needed by our students to achieve a moderate level of reading
proficiency in academic cognitive English would be about 6 to 8 years'
With student selection-rneaning that English is offered as an elective-
and with more qualified teachers, the time might be much reduced"
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EDUCAIIONALVALI.]E
Sten'l's (1983) second criterion that should govem the decision ahoul
the start a foreign language program in the schooling system is thc
educational value attributed to learning the foreign language at a given
stage of the curriculurn. It must be admitted that, except in the tertiary
level where students are expected to be able to obtain information lionr
joumals and other printed materials in English, there seems to be ntr
educational value of being able to read in English-nor of posscssing
other English skiils at that. Compared to the context of second languagc:
learning, such as the immersion program reported by Collier (lq87)'
where the students' success or failure at school depends to a lalge extcnt,
if not totally, on the level of the target ianguage proficiency they managcd
to achieve, by no rneans does our students' achievement in school
sub.jects--except in tNre Engiish subject-depend on how well they maslcr
Enghsh.
In addition tc lending little educati':nal value, {h* early introduction ol'
a foreign language program into ttre schooiing sy$t*m rnay at timos be
educationally disadvantageous instead. Lightbown and Spada (tr994) warn
us that "...in tke case af children from mirutrily lar"gwage huck-
groands or komes where language, literacy, and education are rutl
well-developed, an early emphasis on the secand language (the
language of the maiority) may lead to academic and personaL
problems...fand] may entail the loss or incamplete development oJ
tke child's 
.first language." Mclaughlin (1984) agrees to this when hc
oLrserves that ".."there must be a minimal proficiency in the Jirst
language, especially in linguistic minority children whose first lan-
guage is threatened by the acquisition of a second language." In
Indonesia, this observation is perhaps more relevant to the teaching of
Indonesian than to that of English. Still, it may hold true also for the early
introduction of English as a foreign language in our schooling system,
meaning that, if care is not taken, such an untimely introduction may
induce a calamity. Stem (1983) relates of a UNESCO report communi-
cating how a premature start in a foreign language in certain educational
systems has led to a vigorous demand for early education in the mother
tongue. Therefore, Lightbown and Spada (1994) comment that
"When..,there is a strong commitment to maintaining and deueloping
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the child's native language, it may be morc fficient to begin second
language te:aching laten"
RF^9OURCES
In addition to considerations about the span of time needed to reach
the learning goal and about the educational value of the target language
mastery, in examining the appropriate time to start a foreign language
program in the schooling system, Stern (1983) also forwards the criterion
of the human and material resources required to develop and maintain an
educationally sound and successful program. First of all, this means that,
should it be nationally or locaily programmed to introduce English in
kindergarten or early elementary sehooi grades, the constant supply of
teachers qualified for teaching a foreign language to very young children
shouid be considerabtry secured. This might call for the existence of a
separate departrnent at IKIP's and FKIF's, which in turn will require an
accountable faculty staff. At present, however, very few lectnrers of
IKIP and FKIP specialize in the teaching of a (foreign) language to young
children. Secondly, the demand firr material resources, such as learning
facilities, texttrooks, teaching aids, and procedures of assessrnent, which
are specificaliy made to attune to young chiidren's stage of psychologieal
development, should also tre deliberately prepared. These efforts to
provide qualified teachers and unique material resources should be
maintained if the prograrn is to succeed.
Summarizing the implication, in the present era of decentralization,
local governments will face greater responsibility in the rnaking of
educational policies. With school-based managernent, it will even be
possible for a particular school to adapt the national curriculurn to meet
specific local needs {Kompas,2000). Should a certain school or a certain
educational district office consider introducing English at an early level, it
shouid first of all make sure that it has realistically checked that the
instructional goal to be accompiished is justifiably achievable, that it has
carefully calculated the logical amount of time needed to achieve the goal,
that it has thoroughly assessed the advantages-as well as the potential
disadvantages-of the language program with regard to the students' more
immediate needs for achievement in other school subjects, and that it has
in actuality secured the necessary human and material resources for
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excellent running of the language program, i.e., it has convincingly shown
that it can ensure the provision of the needed well-qualified English
teachers specifically trained for handling young learners as well as the
required textbooks and other teaching facilities so designed to suit young
learners. Otherwise, Cross (1987) expresses "I argue here that in
coutttries where conditions such as I have described exist, there
showld be a narrowing down of EFL provision."
CI,OSING
In the present paper, scme literature concerning the relation between
the age factor and the success or failure in acquiring an LZ has been
closely reviewed" At the present state of investigation into this issue, age
cannot be said with a certainty to have been established to directly lend
considerable effect on L2 mastery. Tltus, tfie opinion that a foreign
ianguage program should be started as early as possibie within rhe
schoolir:g system migirt at best tre *r:nsidered as standing on shalty
grounds. More importantly, the decision as tc when to introduce suctr a
program should only be made after careful eonternplation of least three
criteria-the tirne needed to achieve the intended level of foreign lan-
guage proficiency, the educational value of the language program, and the
availability and maintenance of the hurnan and rnaterial resources.
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